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PART 1   Introduction 
 

1.1. General Introduction 
 

Fairtrade International’s Standards & Pricing (S&P) would like to thank all stakeholders for the time and 

effort they have put into participating in the consultation on the Review of the Cane sugar Standard 

and Premium. The consultation concluded on the 12.06.2015 with a total of 104 participating 

stakeholders (54 in online consultation and 60 in four workshops) who gave Fairtrade International’s 

S&P their views and perspectives. Thanks to these replies, S&P has gained a good understanding of 

critical issues and concerns including potential solutions. Together with the results of the research 

carried out by the S&P, this information provides the basis for our recommendation to the Standards 
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Committee (SC). The SC’s decision on the final standards will be taken in full knowledge of 

stakeholders’ comments. 

 

This document aims to present the outcome of the consultation and the subsequent recommendations 

from the S&P Unit to the SC in the most transparent way possible without disclosing confidential 

stakeholder information.  

 
Should you have any queries or remarks concerning this report, please contact the Project Manager: 
Joost Hamelink (Premium review)  j.hamelink@fairtrade.net 

 

 
1.2. Executive Summary  

 

Fairtrade Standards support the sustainable development of small producers and workers. Producers 

and traders must meet applicable Fairtrade Standards for their products to be certified as Fairtrade. As 

part of our standard development procedures, Fairtrade consults with stakeholders to ensure that new 

and revised standards reflect Fairtrade International’s strategic objectives, are based on producers’ 

and traders’ realities, and meet consumers’ expectations. 

 

 
The consultation consisted of two parts. The first part focussed on the current Fairtrade Premium for 

cane sugar. This part assessed whether the current Premium level needs any changes and presented 

a couple of new options for updating the Fairtrade Premium for cane sugar. The second part of the 

consultation covered the Standard for Fairtrade cane sugar. In this part participants had the chance to 

give their feedback on the current standard and were asked to comment on several proposals to 

update the Standard. 

 

Premium review 
1. Review of the current Premium level 

2. Review of the Premium for Secondary products 

3. Premium discount for bulk sales 

4. Premium discount for sales in the South 

5. Separate Premium for regular white sugar and brown speciality sugar 
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Standard review 
6. Sugar specific indicators 

7. Use of the Fairtrade Premium to invest in sugar cane production and improve e.g. productivity and 

quality 

8. Beet-cane swap requirement 

9. Like for like rule 

10. Sugar classification 

11. Revised and new requirements from the latest version of the Fairtrade Trader applied in the context 

of sugar 

12. Multiple producer organizations supplying the same mill 

13. Provision of drinking water 

14. Improve cooperation between producer organizations and mills 

 
 
1.3. Way Forward 

The findings of the consultation will be presented to the SC for information, guidance and decision in 

their June meetings and serve as a guide for preparing the final draft of the Sugar Cane standard.   

 

The final decisions of the SC will be published in the minutes following the meeting and will be 

available on the Fairtrade website. 

 
1.4. Abbreviations 
 
 FI: Fairtrade International 

 FP: Fairtrade Premium  

 GPM: Global Product Management 

 GMB: Group Mass Balance 

 NFO: National Fairtrade Organization, Fairtrade country organizations in the consumer 

markets 

 PAC: Product Advisory Council 

 PN: Producer networks, regional Fairtrade organizations in the producer countries 

 SPO: Small Producer Organization 

 
 

PART 2   Draft Standards Consultation - Outcome 
 

 
2.1. Consultation process  

The consultation was conducted in an online survey, also on Fairtrade website from 10 April 2015 to 

10 May 2015 (English and Spanish). This 30 day consultation was open to the public with the intention 

of gathering feedback on the Fairtrade Sugar Standard and Premium review. The written consultation 

documents consisted of 3 documents:  

 

1) An online survey in English and Spanish, also available as a pdf and word document, with 

explanations of and questions on key proposed topics and requirements in the Sugar standard  

2) Sugar specific indicators 
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3) The current Traders Standard, with a designated column for comments to requirements which 

applied in the context of sugar 

 

The standard and link to the survey were sent by email to over 600 stakeholders, including all Fairtrade 

certified producers and traders, NFOs, PNs and FI staff. 

 

In addition to the written consultation, there were four workshops took place: Swaziland, Paraguay, 

Panama and India.  Most topics were addressed in the consultation by asking for “Yes/ No/ I am 

unsure” answers and then asking for any comments to allow for both qualitative as well as quantitative 

feedback. All answers were collated and detailed responses were categorized according to 

stakeholder group and point of view. 

 

  
2.2. Overview of stakeholder participants 

 
The table below shows how many traders and producers participated in the online consultation and the 

workshops. Besides producers and traders, there is also a column of “other” participants. This group is 

made up of representatives of different parts of the Fairtrade network (NFOs, PNs, FI, etc.). Please 

note that the participants in the workshops included representatives of SPOs, as well as individual 

members of SPOs. 

 

Participants 

  Total Producers Traders Other 

Online 54 18 25 11 

Workshop Swaziland 22 20 1 1 

Workshop Paraguay 18 17 0 1 

Workshop Panama 10 8 1 1 

Workshop India 10 7 2 1 

Total 114 70 29 15 

 

The tables below summarize the stakeholders who participated in the online survey by country and 

responsibility in the supply chain: 
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The online consultation and the workshops cover a large part of the producer countries for Fairtrade 

sugar. The table below shows the most important producer countries, according to the volume of 

Fairtrade sugar traded and the number of certified SPOs in the country. The table also shows whether 

producers from these countries participated in the workshops and/or the online consultation. This table 

shows that producers from the 13 most important producer countries have participated in the 

consultation, leaving only 4 minor producer countries without any respondents. Considering the above, 

we can conclude that the majority of the producer origins were represented in the consultation 
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Producer representation 

Country Total SPOs 
Participation in the  

consultation (Online and 
workshops) 

Fiji 3 Both 

Belize 1 Workshop 

Malawi 2 Both 

Mauritius 26 Both 

Paraguay 12 Both 

Jamaica 6 Workshop 

Mozambique 1 Workshop 

Guyana 9 Both 

Costa Rica 5 Workshop 

Swaziland 7 Workshop 

India 8 Workshop 

Zambia 1 Workshop 

El Salvador 1 Online 

Cuba 4   

Peru 4   

Philippines 4   

Thailand 1   

Total 95   

 
 
 

2.3. Consultation Outcome and stakeholder feedback 
 

Below you will find an overview of the consultation outcome on each of the topics related to the review 

of both the Standard and the Premium.  

 

1. Review of the current Premium level 
The current Premium Fairtrade sugar is US$60/MT (US$80/MT for organic sugar). This Premium level 

has not been reviewed since 2009. The first proposal of the consultation is to review the current 

Premium level. The respondents were asked if they are satisfied with the current Premium level. The 

respondents could also propose to change the Premium, or leave it as it is. 

 

This topic was covered in questions 1.1 to 1.5 in the online consultation. Due to insufficient and/or 

irrelevant response, only the response to the following questions has been analysed.  

1.1 Do you think that the current Premium level still relevant?  

1.2 Should the Premium level be lowered, raised or remain the same? 

1.5 Do you have any additional remarks on the current Premium level? 
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1.1 Do you think that the current Premium level still relevant?  

The large majority of the online respondents think that the current Premium level is still relevant (71%). 

The graphs below show the overall response of the online consultation, as well as the segregated 

response for producers and traders. 

 

 

1.2 Should the Premium level be lowered, raised or remain the same? 

The response to this question shows a similar result. The majority of the respondents think that the 

Premium level should not be changed (63%). The minority that opts for a different Premium level is 

divided between a higher Premium level (25%) and a lower Premium (12%). The graphs below show 

the overall response of the online consultation, as well as the segregated response for producers and 

traders. 
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The consultation workshops show a similar result. The majority of the participants propose to maintain 

the same Premium level. The only exceptions to this trend are the producers of organic sugar in 

Paraguay and India. They propose to increase the Premium for organic significantly. They argue that 

their costs of production and costs of compliance have increased over time, while the Premium has 

remained the same. 
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Consultation 
Workshop 

Should the Premium be changed? 

Swaziland 
Premium should remain the same / Exception Mauritius: Premium 

should be increased 

Paraguay Premium for organic sugar should be increased 

Panama Premium should remain the same 

India 
Premium should remain the same, should there be any change then 

increase premium for organic 

 

1.5 Do you have any additional remarks on the current Premium level? 

This question was included, in order to obtain qualitative feedback the respondents. Below you will find 

a summary of the arguments that were frequently presented during the online consultation and the 

consultation workshops. 

Qualitative feedback workshops 

Producers 

Over the last 15 years, costs of production (including compliance 

and certification) have increased. 

The Premium has not changed over the last 15 years. 

Traders 

 

There are no indications that volumes will increase, if the Premium 

level is lowered. 

 

Qualitative feedback online consultation 

Producers 

Even though costs of production have increased, the current market 

situation does not offer an opportunity for increasing the Premium. 

When sugar prices were relatively high, the Premium was not 

increased. Now that sugar prices have dropped, the Premium 

should not be lowered. 

Traders 

Sugar demand is price inelastic, reduction in premium per tonne 

very unlikely to result in net increase. 

The current premium is already seen as relatively high. Increase will 

make the prices higher, which makes marketing more difficult. 

Other 

The EU market is undergoing structural change and non organic 

cane sugar imports are now under massive pressure from beet 

sugar. A change in the FT Premium will not change that issue but it 

can start to recognize the change in the market.  

 

2. Review of the current Premium level for Secondary products of Cane Sugar 

 
Currently, hardly any secondary products of cane sugar are sold as Fairtrade. However, there are large 

volumes available of Fairtrade eligible secondary products. The current Secondary Product Standard 

does allow for secondary products of cane sugar to be traded and sold as Fairtrade. Even so, the 
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model for determining the Premium level is very complicated. Even within S&P it was difficult to define 

the exact interpretation of the different applicable requirements and standards that would apply to 

different situations. 

 

The online consultation focused on the relevance of the current 15% Premium. This topic was covered 

in questions 2.1 to 2.5 in the online consultation. Due to insufficient and/or irrelevant response, only the 

response to the following questions has been analysed: 

2.1 Is the current Premium level for secondary products still relevant?  

2.2 Should the Premium level for secondary products be lowered, raised or remain the same? 

2.3 Do you have any other remarks about the current Premium level for the secondary products? 

 

2.1 Is the current Premium level for secondary products still relevant?  

The large majority of the online respondents think that the current Premium level is still relevant (76%). 

The graphs below show the overall response of the online consultation, as well as the segregated 

response for producers and traders. 

 

 

2.2 Should the Premium level for secondary products be lowered, raised or remain the same? 

The majority of the respondents think that the Premium level should not be changed (70%). The 

minority that opts for a different Premium level is divided between a higher Premium level (9%) and a 

lower Premium (5%). There is also a group of respondents (16%) that think the Premium should be 

changed, but do not indicate how.  The graphs below show the overall response of the online 

consultation. 
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The results of the workshops on this issue are not very conclusive. Most of the participants in the 

workshops do not have any experience with selling Fairtrade secondary products. There is a lot of 

confusion about the Premium model for secondary products. In the countries where there is interest in 

selling Fairtrade molasses and rum, a lot of issues with the current model are flagged. There is no 

clear outcome on a Premium level and more discussion on how the secondary product model can be 

made more practical for the case of molasses and rum. 

Consultation 
Workshop 

Should the Premium be changed? 

Swaziland 

No producer group in this region sells any secondary product under FT 

terms, so there is no experience with the sales of secondary products. 

Paraguay 

1 SPO produces their own rum and sells it as FT. None of the other SPOs 

sell FT secondary products. All participants are in favour of promoting the 

sales of secondary products.   

Panama 

Currently none of the SPOs sells FT secondary products. There is good 

potential for Fairtrade rum/molasses in all countries. There are many 

practical issues that need to be resolved, before FT secondary products can 

be sold. 

India Currently none of the SPOs sells FT secondary products. 

 

2.3 Do you have any other remarks about the current Premium level for the secondary products? 

This question was included, in order to obtain qualitative feedback the respondents. Below you will find 

a summary of the arguments that were frequently presented during the online consultation and the 

consultation workshops. 
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Qualitative feedback workshops 

Producers 
It is almost impossible to determine exactly how much molasses is used 

in a bottle of rum 

Traders 

Recipes and production methods of rum differ from country to country 

Little incentive for distiller to become certified (high costs of certification) 

Lack of knowledge within the Fairtrade system on the technicalities and 

country specific situations of rum production 

Qualitative feedback online consultation 

Producers 

The 15% Premium on molasses is very low compared to the sales price 

of rum 

In some countries producers do not receive any benefit for the sales of 

molasses, as this is a by-product sold by the sugar mill 

Traders 

There should be more stimulance for by-products 

It should be directly related to the organic sugar premium and related to 

the sugar content in the molasses which is how our company used to 

calculate Premium on molasses 

Other The request is to have clear wording and rules for the use. 

 

 

3. Proposal for Premium reduction for bulk sales 
This part of the consultation focusses on the proposal of offering a Premium discount on bulk sales. By 

offering a discount for large volumes, buyers might buy higher volumes of Fairtrade sugar. This could 

increase the Premium income for sugarcane producers. For deciding on a Premium discount for bulk 

sales, we would focus on the total volume of Fairtrade sugar traded by a brand owner or licensee. For 

a discount to apply, we would need a formal commitment from the brand owner or licensee to purchase 

a certain annual amount of Fairtrade sugar. If this commitment exceeds a certain minimum volume, 

then the brand owner or licensee could receive a discount on the Premium for his supply chain of 

Fairtrade sugar. 

 

The online consultation asked the respondents whether they think that this proposal would benefit 

producers. Besides, we also asked for feedback on some of the details of this option, such as the 

Premium level. This topic was covered in questions 3.1 to 3.6 in the online consultation. Due to 

insufficient and/or irrelevant response, only the response to the following questions has been 

analysed.: 

3.1 Do you think that a Premium discount should be offered for bulk sales?  

3.2 If yes, what should be the minimum volume for a discount and what should be the discounted 

Premium level? 

3.3 Would you buy more volume if a discount was offered for bulk sales (traders)? 

3.6  Do you have any other remarks about the proposal for offering a Premium discount for bulk 

sales? 
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3.1 Do you think that a Premium discount should be offered for bulk sales?  
A small majority of the online respondents (58%) replied that they do not think that this Premium 

discount for bulk sales should be offered. The remaining 42% of the respondents are in favour of this 

proposal. The graphs below show the overall response of the online consultation, as well as the 

segregated response for producers and traders. 

 

 
 

 
The majority of the participants in the workshops are also against this proposal. 

Consultation 
Workshop 

Should a Premium discount be offered for bulk sales? 

Swaziland 

Divided response: It is unlikely that this proposal would lead to 

additional sales. We should rather focus on growth and not on 

minimum volume. 

Paraguay 

Unanimously rejects the proposal. There is a risk of losing premium 

income. This proposal could disadvantage small producers. The 

proposal is not relevant for organic sugar. 

Panama 

Majority reject the proposal. This proposal is unlikely to lead to 

additional sales. It entails a risk for smaller SPOs. We should rather 

focus on introduction discount for new traders or licensees 

India 

Producers were unable to arrive at a decision as they felt taking a 

position on this point needs to be supported by adequate market 

research 
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3.2 If yes, what should be the minimum volume for a discount and what should be the discounted 
Premium level 
Part of the online respondents proposed a reduced Premium level for bulk sales. The graph below 

shows the average premium levels that were proposed by producers and traders. The graph also 

depicts the overall average of the proposed Premium level for bulk sales and it is compared with the 

current Premium level. The workshop participants did not go into this issue. 

 
 

3.3 Would you buy more volume if a discount was offered for bulk sales (traders)? 
This question was directed especially at traders. For this proposal to be successful, traders need to be 

incentivized to increase their volumes of Fairtrade sugar. The majority of the trader (55%) indicates 

that this proposal would not influence their volumes of Fairtrade sugar, whereas 45% indicates that 

they would consider increasing their volumes. The graph below shows the response of traders to this 

question. 
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3.6  Do you have any other remarks about the proposal for offering a Premium discount for bulk 
sales? 
This question was included, in order to obtain qualitative feedback the respondents. Below you will find 

a summary of the arguments that were frequently presented during the online consultation and the 

consultation workshops. 

Qualitative feedback workshops 

Producers 

Smaller SPOs do not produce enough volumes to benefit from bulk sales 

No indication of increase in sales with a reduction on bulk. Producers need 

more concrete information or a concrete proposal (including volume and 

Premium level) to decide on this option. 

Qualitative feedback online consultation 

Producers 

A reduction on bulk sales does not guarantee additional volumes 

A discount should be given for purchase of appreciable increase in volume 

to be purchased. 

Traders 

Volume purchased is influenced by consumer demand.  Even a lower 

premium is too high in a commoditized market where consumers are not 

demanding FT 

 

4. Proposal for Premium reduction for South-South sales 
Considering the current market forecasts for the EU/UK market, it makes sense to look at the 

possibility of developing Fairtrade sugar sales in other regions, especially countries in the global South. 

By offering a lower Premium for consumer markets in the South, we might be able to develop Fairtrade 

sugar sales (and Premium income) on these markets. 

The sales of Fairtrade sugar in the South (at a lower Premium level) would generate Premium income 

that is additional to the already existing sales on the conventional markets (at the full Premium level). 

Markets in the South will be defined as all the countries that are inside the Fairtrade Geographical 

Scope. 

 

The online consultation asked the respondents whether they think that this proposal would benefit 

producers. Besides, we also asked for feedback on some of the details of this option, such as the 

actual Premium level, the currency in which the Premium should be set and whether the Premium 

should fixed or negotiable. This proposal was covered in questions 4.1 to 4.7 in the online consultation. 

Due to insufficient and/or irrelevant response, only the response to the following questions has been 

analysed: 

 

4.1  Should a Premium discount be offered for sales to consumers in the South? 

4.2  Should the Premium for the South be fixed or open for negotiation? 

4.3  In what currency should the Premium for the South be set? 

4.4 What should be the Premium level for the South? 

4.7  Do you have any other remarks about the proposal for a Premium discount for the South? 

 

4.1  Should a Premium discount be offered for sales to consumers in the South? 
A majority of the online respondents (56%) replied that they do think that this Premium discount for 

bulk sales should be offered. The remaining 44% of the respondents are against this proposal. The 
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graphs below show the overall response of the online consultation, as well as the segregated response 

for producers and traders. 

 

 
The large majority of the participants in the workshops are in favour of this proposal. 

Consultation 
Workshop 

Should a Premium discount be offered for sales to consumers in the South? 
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Accepted. This proposal could help producers in southern Africa to develop 
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The proposal is regarded as interesting .Currently it is not highly relevant for organic 
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Panama 

Accepted (with exception of Guyana) / Interesting proposal for developing FT 

markets in the South. The producers see opportunities for domestic markets in e.g. 

Costa Rica. Premium in USD would not be a problem since the local currency is 
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India 

For the domestic market producers were in favour of adopting a lower Premium, 

which should be set in INR.  This local Premium should be applicable for a trial 

period of 1 year.  If gradually a premium differentiation is introduced it has to be 

“appropriately linked to volume”.  

4.2  Should the Premium for the South be fixed or open for negotiation? 

The participants in all the workshops pronounced themselves in favour of setting a fixed Premium, 

rather than a range for negotiation between producers and buyers. This resembles the online 

consultation, where 63% of the respondents voted in favour of a fixed Premium level versus 37% for 

the negotiation range. The graph below shows the overall response of the online consultation. 
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4.3  In what currency should the Premium for the South be set? 

As observed before, the participants of the workshops in Swaziland and India were strongly in favour 

of defining the Premium for the South in the local currency of the buyer (ZAR and INR respectively). 

The participants in the other workshops were indifferent about this topic, since their local currencies 

are pegged to the USD. The response of the online consultation is also mixed, with 51% in favour of a 

Premium in USD, 39% in favour of a Premium in the local currency of the buyer and 10% favouring 

other options (e.g. local currency of producer). The graph below shows the overall response of the 

online consultation. 
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4.4 What should be the Premium level for the South? 

In two of the workshops, the participants reach an agreement on a value for the Premium for the 

South. In the other two workshops, the producers indicate that they are lacking market information. 

These producers request more market information. The table below shows the results from the 

workshops. 

Consultation 
Workshop 

What should be the Premium level for the South? 

Swaziland ZAR 600/MT (USD 49) 

Paraguay Producers request more market information to make an informed decision 

Panama Producers request more market information to make an informed decision 

India INR 1,000/MT (USD 16) 

 
The respondents of the online consultation also indicated their proposed values for the Premium for 

the South. The graph below shows the average premium levels that were proposed by producers and 

traders. The graph also depicts the overall average of the proposed Premium level for bulk sales and it 

is compared with the current Premium level. 
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Qualitative feedback workshops 

Producers 

The Premium reduction for sales in the South should be combined with an 

awareness campaign in the markets in the South. 

Retail prices of white sugar are extremely low in the EU. It is not safe to assume 

that retail prices in the South are currently lower.  

Currency is not really an issue in Latin America and the Caribbean. These 

economies are strongly dollarized. 

Traders 
Setting the Premium in local currency is essential to develop FT sugar market in 

South Africa. 

Qualitative feedback online consultation 

Producers 

Markets in the South are unlikely to be developed if Fairtrade sugar is sold there at 

the current Premium, so a reduction should be considered if it is likely to generate 

additional sales. 

What guarantee do we have that reduction of premium will induce sale in the south? 

Advertisement and campaign on FT sugar may be more effective than going on 

reducing premium.  

Traders 

The GDP in the countries of the South is generally lower as in the north and 

affordability will have an impact on sales. 

On what base is the Sugar Premium set?   This should be the point of thinking.   For 

all other stakeholders the same rules. 

Other 

Due to the deterioration of ZAR versus USD exchange rate over time, the current 

premium of USD60 has become unrealistic in South African terms and fluctuates on 

a daily basis.  

Consumer markets in the south are Fairtrade’s biggest opportunity for cane sugar. 

Beet sugar production in the north is becoming more efficient and trade rules are 

always stacked against farmers in the south to protect those in the north. 

 

5. Different Premium levels for regular white and specialty brown sugar 
This proposal focusses on introducing different Premium levels for regular white sugar and speciality 

brown sugar. Brown sugar (e.g. demerara) commands a higher retail price than regular white sugar. 

Speciality brown sugars should provide a stronger market position for SPOs on the consumer market 

in Europe, as these sugars are usually made from cane. Introducing different Premium levels might 

help to improve the competitiveness in the market segment of regular white sugar, while optimizing 

Premium income in the segment of brown speciality sugar. 

 

The online consultation asked the respondents whether they think that this proposal would benefit 

producers. Besides, we also asked for feedback on some of the details of this option, such as the 

actual Premium levels for the different types of sugar and the definition and origins of the specialitiy 

sugar. This proposal was covered in questions 5.1 to 5.5 in the online consultation. Due to insufficient 

and/or irrelevant response, only the response to the following questions has been analysed: 

5.1 Do you think that different Premium levels should be set for regular white and speciality brown 

sugar?  
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5.2  What are your additional remarks about the proposal to introduce different Premium levels for 

regular white sugar and speciality brown sugar? 

 

5.1 Do you think that different Premium levels should be set for regular white and speciality 
brown sugar? 
A majority of the online respondents (57%) replied that they do not think that a different Premium level 

should be introduced for regular white and speciality brown sugar. A minority of 43% would be in 

favour of this proposal. The graphs below show the overall response of the online consultation, as well 

as the segregated response for producers and traders. 

 
 
The participants in all the workshops reject the proposal for setting different Premium levels. The table 

below presents the results of the discussions in the workshops. 

Consultation 
Workshop 

Should different premium levels be set for regular white sugar and 
speciality brown sugar? 

Swaziland 

The proposal of lowering white sugar (as compared to brown sugar) was 

rejected. The producers are not in favour of introducing different Premium 

levels. 

Paraguay 

The proposal was rejected. It is enough to distinguish between organic and 

conventional. Installing a different level for brown sugars makes things too 

complicated. 

Panama 

It is recognized that brown sugar has a good potential and a strong niche 

market. However, the Premium for brown sugar should not be increased (to 

not threaten its current market share). Besides, the Premium level for white 

sugar should not be lowered, for the same reasons as mentioned during the 

discussion on the current Premium level. 

India Not relevant for producers in India, as they produce organic sugar. 

 

 

Yes 
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5.1 Should different 
Premium levels apply to 
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5.2  What are your additional remarks about the proposal to introduce different Premium levels for 
regular white sugar and speciality brown sugar? 
This question was included, in order to obtain qualitative feedback the respondents. Below you will find 

a summary of the arguments that were frequently presented during the online consultation and the 

consultation workshops. 

Qualitative feedback workshops 

Producers 

White sugars actually require more processing than brown sugars. It is 

counter intuitive to attach a higher Premium level to a product that has 

lower costs of production. 

Producers provide cane and are paid for the sucrose content in the cane. 

Brown or white sugar is produced by mills and refineries, not by farmers. 

Traders 

Considering the wide range of brown sugars, it would be practically 

impossible to distinguish certain varieties of speciality sugar that would 

receive a different Premium. 

Qualitative feedback online consultation 

Producers 
More input and investment is required to produce special sugars, which 

needs to be compensated with the Premium. (mills) 

Traders 
It will create more complexity for working with Fairtrade. 

Do not make the system more complicated then it already is 

 

6. Sugar specific indicators (Question 6.1 to question 6.5) 
 

The proposed requirement defines that the producers can choose 5 indicators to report on and the 

requirement will only be applicable to all certified sugar producers from the third year of certification 

onwards (Core Year 3) The list of indicators can be found here: Sugar specific indicators  

 
Proposed requirement: 

You report on at least five of the indicators given in the sugar indicator reporting template 

at least once a year. Guidance: A sugar indicator reporting template is provided by 

Fairtrade International. You can use this format or use your own material, as long as you 

provide all the necessary information. 

 
 

There is general agreement from all stakeholders, but there are some opposing views with insightful 

comments. 87.5% of stakeholders are in favour of the inclusion of the requirement, whereas 13.5% are 

in disagreement. The majority of the stakeholders (85%) agree that producers are obliged to report on 

at least 5 of the indicators proposed. 84% agreed that the requirement should be applicable upon the 

third year of certification. 

 

Most of the stakeholders who were in favour of the proposed requirement emphasized that the 

indicators proposed can be a valuable tool to Fairtrade for monitoring and evaluation purposes. 

Likewise, the indicators enable the producers to measure and demonstrate best practice and more 

importantly understand how to achieve best practice. In addition to that, the list of indicators may assist 

http://www.fairtrade.net/fileadmin/user_upload/content/2009/standards/documents/2015-04-10_Annex_1_Sugar_Indicators.pdf
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producers in using Fairtrade premium, resulting in improvements to the production process.  Some of 

the stakeholders pointed out that reporting on the indicators should come with sufficient support from 

Fairtrade as to comply with this requirement, e.g. capacity building and training. There is a common 

feedback among the stakeholders, both from the online consultation and four workshops, stressing that 

the implementation should avoid any added administrative burden/cost to the producers, as 

collecting/reporting the information on the indicators requires huge amount of time and management. 

Especially to the smaller SPOs, they might face difficulties to comply with this requirement. In the 

workshop in Swaziland, stakeholders also mentioned that some indicators are costly to monitor, e.g. 

soil analysis. 

 

In general, the recommendation of the proposed requirement is that the list should be kept simple, 

auditable and the information collected on the indicator comparable. Besides, it is recommended by a 

trader that Fairtrade should encourage the producers -who have capacity to do it- to report on more 

indicators than required. 

 

7. Use of the Fairtrade Premium to invest in sugar cane production and improve. e.g. 

productivity and quality (Question 7.1 to question 7.3) 

 

Considering that productivity and quality investments are seen as an important tool to increase the 

incomes of individual producers and their organizations, Fairtrade would like to encourage these types 

of investments. The following two possibilities proposed in the consultation could support this aim 

especially where the maximum of premium is not yet used to increase competitiveness: 

 

a)     At least 25% of the Fairtrade premium must be invested in the improvement of 

productivity and/or quality of Fairtrade cane sugar. Investment can be made at the 

level of individual members and/or the producer organization. The General Assembly 

decides on the activities to be carried out. The producer organization needs to keep 

records on the use of the monies and to explain in which way it contributes to the 

improvement of productivity and/or quality. 

b)    Premium Planning: When planning for the Fairtrade Development Plan, you 

discuss if investing the Fairtrade Premium in activities that increase quality and 

productivity. Fairtrade wants to support sustainable production of sugar cane and 

sugar and its by-products. Close liaison between SPOs and exporters / mills is 

encouraged to achieve sustainable production. You present the results of this 

discussion to the GA before approving the Fairtrade Development Plan. 
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62.5% 

37.5% 

Question 7.2If you prefer option a), do you 
agree that the percentage of the Premium 

to be used should be 25%? 

Yes, I agree

No, it should be higher
than 25 %

No, it should be lower
than 25 %

12.5% 

67.5% 

20.0% 

Question 7.3Should this requirement 
apply only to certain countries? 

Yes, only to certain
countries

No, it should apply to
all countries

I don't have an opinion

In total there are 60% of respondents in 

favour of Option B and 34.1% in support of 

Option A; 6.8% of stakeholders are not in 

favour of either of the proposed option. 

There is general agreement (67.5%) that the 

requirement should be applicable to all 

countries instead of only applying to certain 

countries. Amongst all stakeholders who 

gave their feedback on the Question 7.2 

(See right chart), 62.5% agreed that in 

Option A the percentage of the Premium to 

be invested in the improvement of productivity and/or quality of Fairtrade cane sugar should be 25% 

and 37.5 % of the stakeholders preferred that the premium should be higher than 25%. none of the 

stakeholders voted for “No, it should be lower than 25%.”  

 

Among the stakeholders who were in favour of Option A, it was stressed that increased productivity is 

crucial for collective and individual success. Therefore, Option A reinforces the key area for producers 

to work on. A few SPOs pointed out that decreased sugar demand might result in unwillingness of 

SPOs to invest the Premium to increase productivity, e.g. in Guyana and Jamaica. In these cases, 

where Fairtrade sugar demand is dropping, Option A becomes irrelevant. Likewise, the restriction on 

the percentage of the Premium used in the Option A is not supporting “Empowerment of Producers.”  

Some producers emphasize that they should have the autonomy on their own future. 

 

Many stakeholders who were in favour of Option B stated that as most of the Premium is already 

invested in productivity, the rest of the Premium should be used freely. In addition, Option B goes in 

line with the current situation as well as overall Fairtrade approach, “Empowerment of Producers”. The 

stakeholders pointed out that there are different issues to be addressed in regions/countries, such as 

climate, soil type, and government support. Thus, the decision should remain in general assembly 

where producers can make decisions according to the local context. 

 

There is a common statement amongst all 

stakeholders’ feedback addressing the definition 

of investing in the improvement of productivity 

and/or quality of Fairtrade cane sugar is not well-

defined. Some stakeholders suggested that the 

percentage and the investment areas should be 

defined in the country level to accommodate the 

difficulties in each country. However, 67.5% of 

the stakeholders, preferred that the requirement 

should apply to all countries, (Question 7.3, see 

right chart). In addition, it was mentioned by a 

respondent that an  exception to invest Premium in another priority should be possible in the case of 

force majeure, e.g. natural disaster, epidemic. It has been suggested that the requirement should not 
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43.6% 

41.0% 

15.4% 

Question 8.1Which option regarding the 
beet/cane swap do you prefer? 

Option 1: Keep beet-cane
swap requirement and
include rules about possible
exceptions

Option 2: Delete beet-cane
swap requirement, meaning
that beet and cane sugar can
be exchanged without
limitations

only be applicable for a few selected products, e.g. sugar, coffee. It should apply to all products. 

Likewise, the timeline should be applied differently to newly established organizations and 

organizations existing for a longer time.  

 

8. Beet-cane swap requirement (Question 8.1 to question 8.4) 

 

During the Trade Standard review, it was decided to take the following requirement out of the Trade 

standard and include it in the sugar standard as it is sugar specific: 

Cane sugar operators can handle Fairtrade cane sugar in premises also sourcing beet 

sugar. Operators must ensure that products exclusively made of beet sugar are not sold 

as Fairtrade. Guidance: Operators sourcing beet sugar can process/handle certified 

products containing Fairtrade cane sugar. Operators should aim at maximizing the use of 

Fairtrade cane sugar to process the certified product. 

 
 

There are two options for the revision of this requirement and stakeholders are consulted on the two 

options proposed. However, the results of 

the consultation are inconclusive as 

43.6% of stakeholders are in favour of 

Option 1 whereas 41% are in favour of 

Option 2. Yet, there is no clear tendency 

when analysing the answers among each 

stakeholder group (i.e. opinions are also 

split within producers, traders, and others 

e.g. NFOs). The responses are 

summarized as following: 

    

Option 1 Keep beet-cane swap requirement and include rules about possible exceptions 

 
Nearly 50% of traders who were in favour of Option 1 mentioned that the requirement helps traders to 

reduce the transport and operational costs. Additionally, it also ensures that the required quantity of 

Fairtrade sugar is still in the market. On the other hand, a small group of stakeholders (2 out 5 who 

provided comments to Option 1) concerned that allowing Group Mass Balance might result in high risk 

to Fairtrade reputation. In addition, to secure Fairtrade organic market position, it is suggested that the 

beet-cane swap requirement should only be allowed for conventional sugar but not for organic sugar. 

The feedback from the workshops is that Fairtrade should educate consumers about GMB (Group 

Mass Balance) so that consumers are aware of this issue. 

Option 2 Delete beet-cane swap requirement 

 
From the perspective of traders, to keep the beet-cane swap requirement will complicate the process 

also add additional costs and extra investment in infrastructure whereas the reputation issue is still not 

secured. Therefore, some stakeholders (41%) are in favour of removing the restriction as it enhances 

the flexibility which results in increase of Fairtrade Sugar sales. Several stakeholders in the online 
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48.6% 51.4% 

Question 9.1 According to you, what is the 
priority when enforcing the like for like 

rule in sugar? 

a. Generate more sales
i.e. Premium to
producers

b. Lower the credibility
risk for the Fairtrade label

consultation commented that keeping the beet-cane swap requirement and including rules about 

possible exceptions do not give enough guarantee to the public. It is advised that the requirement 

should be removed completely. Besides, most of the stakeholders’ who supported the “Delete beet-

cane swap requirement” all expressed that the flexibility in the GMB will allow for better sales 

opportunities.  

 

9. Like for like rule (Question 9.1 to question 9.5) 

 

The Fairtrade Trader Standard states: 

You ensure that Fairtrade inputs are of the same kind and quality as the inputs used to 

process the Fairtrade output (like for like). 

Guidance: The intent of this requirement is to ensure the correct and intended use of 

mass balance. For this purpose, purchases of Fairtrade inputs should be comparable to 

the inputs used in the actual Fairtrade products. The exchange of inputs should not be to 

the disadvantage of the producer. The same kind and quality includes, but is not limited 

to, other certifications, speciality commodities, price, and quality. E.g. If you sell Fairtrade 

chocolate made with high quality cocoa then the Fairtrade ingredient purchased cannot 

be low quality cocoa beans; if you sell Fairtrade organic sugar then the ingredient 

purchased cannot be non-organic Fairtrade sugar.  

 

In order to be able to apply the rule, like for like, 

in the Trader Standard correctly in sugar, it is 

important to determine what the priority is when 

enforcing this rule. The responses from the 

online consultation to this question are 

inconclusive as the amounts of stakeholders 

who are in favour of Option A and Option B are 

very close (48.6% are in favour of Option A; 

51.4% are in favour of Option B). In the 

workshop in Paraguay, producers did not express a strong opinion. In Panama and Swaziland, 

producers were in favour of more flexibility and better Fairtrade sales opportunities. 

 

The feedback to two perspectives proposed is summarized as following: 

a. Priority to generate as many sales i.e. Premium to producers as possible 

 

In the online consultation as well as in all workshops, several stakeholders acknowledged that the 

flexible application might lead to more sales, thus generating more premium to producers. In contrary, 

two out of six stakeholders who provide quantitative feedback mentioned that this can also lead to a 

reputational risk for the Fairtrade label if e.g. white sugar is used in labelled Fairtrade products while 

premium is paid for brown or speciality sugar which is then used in non-Fairtrade products. 
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b. Priority to lower the credibility risk for the Fairtrade label 

 
Nearly all stakeholders who were in favour of Option B stated that this is a much more rigorous 

application of mass balance which comes with strict rules and a defined framework, therefore less risk 

for Fairtrade’s reputation. However, the inflexibility might lead to loss of deals in some cases, e.g. if 

specific qualities are not available as Fairtrade, and thus less sales and premium for Fairtrade 

producers. 

 
One of the cornerstones of the Fairtrade Producer Standards is the exclusion of GM (genetically 

modified) crops. The SPO Standard states as following: 

It is not allowed to sell a product as Fairtrade containing any genetically-modified sugar. 

 

 

Question 9.3: Do you agree with the inclusion of this sentence into the cane sugar standard so that 

GM sugar cannot be sold with the Fairtrade label? 

 

The majority of the online consultation respondents, at 87.2%, are in favour of the restriction of GM 

sugar to be included in the requirement. There was no opinion expressed by producers in the 

workshops as they don't have any experience with GMOs. In general, the feedback reflected that GMO 

sugar is not accepted by Fairtrade consumers. Based on this, the majority of the stakeholders (87.2%) 

are in favour of retaining GMO free status as it is a valuable selling point for all. A common concern 

raised by manufacturers that some of the small sugar processors will not be able to separate different 

types of sugar during the processing due to equipment limitations. 

 

In addition, a stakeholder commented that there are no implications for sugar supply chains in Europe 

so far because the US is the country which approves for the use of GM sugar but not Europe. In 

conclusion, the general opinion is that in the future non-GMO should remain a strong message in 

Fairtrade. It is also advised by several stakeholders that public health issues, the potential of genetic 

contamination, environmental and agronomic factors should be taken into account as this debate 

involves broader discussion than just GMO itself.  

 

10. Sugar classification (Question 10.1 to question 10.2) 
 

In the current Fairtrade sugar standard, in section 1.4, there is a classification of sugar qualities. 

Stakeholder feedback suggested that this classification is not really helpful in the sugar business. 

Although the like-for-like rule applies for mass balance and the beet/cane swap if applicable (see 

section above), this classification does not help to identify which kind of sugar can be exchanged for 

another one. To determine to what level of detail this classification is needed it is important to first 

define what the priority is when enforcing this rule (see previous sections). Two objectives are 

proposed: 1) a simplified classification allowing a more flexible application of mass balance or 2) a 

more technical classification as strict rules for mass balance should be applied. Most stakeholders in 

the online consultation agreed that a simplified classification is sufficient (76% in favour). Respondents 

http://www.fairtrade.net/fileadmin/user_upload/content/2009/standards/documents/2011-10-04_EN_SPO_Cane_Sugar.pdf
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did not provide much qualitative feedback to this question.. This topic was not discussed in detail in the 

workshops with producers, as this is a very technical issue and producers are not directly affected. 

 

Nevertheless, it was addressed by an importer in the online consultation that between the US and 

Mexico the technical classifications are proven to be very difficult to implement.  

 

11. Revised and new requirements from the latest version of the Fairtrade Trader 

Standard applied in the context of sugar (Question 11.1 ) 

 

A new version of the Fairtrade Trader Standard was published in March 2015 and will be applicable 

from September 2015. The Fairtrade cane sugar Standard complements and defines more specific 

requirements or exceptions to some requirements of the Trader Standard where necessary. Within this 

review, Fairtrade wanted to examine whether the general rules established in the Trader Standard 

work in the sugar context and where specifications and/or exceptions are needed. Respondents were 

asked to look at all relevant requirements from the Trader Standard with the correspondent rules in 

sugar and identify any difficulties applying these rules in the specific setting.. The stakeholders were 

asked to give their feedback on the relevant requirements where these rules lead to challenges in the 

sugar context. 

In total, we received five responses which consist of the feedback from three traders, one NFO and 

one SPO. Among all responses, there is no significant disagreement to certain topics. Nevertheless, 

the respondents provided their feedback to requirements where require improvements and 

modifications. The following table summarizes the points mentioned in the consultation: 

 

Requirement Comment By whom? 

TS 4.4.1 You pre-finance the 

payment of the Fairtrade contracts, 

or facilitate that this is done via a 

third party, to enable producer 

organizations to purchase the 

products from their members.  

 

Add: applies, where applicable, 

where pre-finance is really needed. 

Pre-finance defined as support for 

purchases from members, this is not 

the case in cane sugar as the cane is 

supplied directly to the mill by 

individual members and payment is 

received from the mills, for cane as 

part of sugar proportion, or directly 

related to the sugar revenue. 

 Producers in the 

workshop in 

Southern Africa 

(Swaziland) 

 One importer/brand 

owner 

TS 4.3.1 You pay the producer (or 

the conveyor, if applicable) the 

price and/or the Fairtrade Premium 

for the Fairtrade products in a 

timely manner. Please refer to the 

Add: Where requested and agreed by 

the producers, premium payments 

can be made in an aggregated 

manner. 

 Producers in the 

workshop in 

Swaziland 
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product standards for specific 

timelines. 

Sugar Std: 4.3.2 For Fairtrade 

payers, payment must be made 

according to the international 

customary conditions and no later 

than 30 days after the receipt of the 

documents transferring ownership. 

The mill/exporter ensures that 

producers receive a copy of the 

contracts signed between the 

mill/exporter and Fairtrade payers. 

Add: or any other statement that 

specifies the volume that was sold as 

Fairtrade and the premium amount 

paid. 

 

 Producers in the 

workshop in 

Swaziland 

4.1.2 Retro-certification 

Retrocertification should only be 

applied if… 

a) a certain vol (Fairtrade) is regulary 

bought, on additional vol (non-

Fairtrade) retro-certification can be 

applied;  

b) producers are informed;  

c) Fairtrade minimum is paid;  

d) ½ of premium is paid in advance 

of retro-certification 

 NFO 

4.1.4 Exporters/mills must offer 

contracts to producers prior to or 

as soon as possible during the 

harvest.  

This requirement is applicable, 

even in the case of retro 

certification. (In case of purchases 

of cane that can potentially be 

retro-certified later as Fairtrade, the 

exporter/mill offers a contract to the 

producer for "Fairtrade eligible 

cane). 

In most countries the mill does not 

offer contracts to cane farmers. 

Instead mill & cane farmers negotiate 

a collective supply agreement.  

Generally this does not mention 

Fairtrade.  These negotiations are 

highly political processes and take 

place only once every few years.  

Unlikely that Fairtrade is mentioned 

in any such agreement and no one 

will be willing to reopen the 

negotiation to include it.  

Notwithstanding the mills support and 

 Importer/ Brand 

owner 
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facilitate Fairtrade. 

4.1.9 You sign a tripartite contract 

between the producer, the price 

and premium payer, and yourself, 

or you share with the producer the 

contract that you have with the 

Fairtrade payer. 

Commercial contracts are 

confidential and will only be shared 

with a third party following signing of 

non-disclosures agreements. 

 Importer/ Brand 

owner 

The price is paid according to the 

system in place in the respective 

country (revenue sharing systems, 

bidding, prices regulated by the 

government). 

Commercial contract  and therefore 

negotiation of such is not with 

producer 

 Importer/ Brand 

owner 

 

Moreover, the Prohibited Materials list was also brought up in the workshop in Panama. The new 

Trader Standard will require all traders, which includes mills, to adapt the Prohibited Materials List as of 

2017. The feedback from the workshop in Panama indicated that some mills are highly likely to use 

materials in the lists. It is therefore recommended that Fairtrade should start engaging with the mills on 

this new requirement to avoid increase risk of the mills getting decertified. This issue is also highlighted 

by GPM.  

 

 

 

12. Multiple producer organizations supplying the same mill (Question 12.1) 
 
In the past, the situation where multiple producer organizations supply the same mill has led to 

problems regarding the distribution of the Premium. While in some countries the distribution of the 

Premium among various producer organizations has been problematic, agreements by all affected 

parties or national regulations exist in other places. It is not Fairtrade’s intention to interfere in 

situations where arrangements agreed by all parties are in place and then to overrule those 

arrangements by a generic rule in the standard. With this in mind, Fairtrade worked on a possible 

solution and would like to include the following requirement into the cane sugar standard (applicable to 

“normal” sales and in case of retro- certification) 

...Before any sales are carried out, there must be an agreement by all producer 

organizations involved about how the Premium will be shared among them… If in general 

the distribution by volume of sugar cane causes problems, then producers must consider 

another distribution, e.g. Premium equally divided by the number of organizations 

delivering to the mill or Premium distributed by the number of members in each 

organization… 
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66.7% 
15.4% 

17.9% 

Question 12.1Do you agree with the 
proposed change of the requirement in the 
case of multiple producers supplying to the 

same mill? 

Yes, I agree

No, I disagree

I don't have an
opinion

Nearly two thirds of stakeholders (66.7%) are in favour of the requirement proposed and there is no 

different tendency among various groups of stakeholders. Only 15.4% of stakeholders are in 

disagreement whereas 17.9% of stakeholders 

do not give an opinion. Most of the 

stakeholders show their agreement to the 

proposed requirement and also provide 

feedback on the potential risk and areas of 

disagreement where they foresee. The 

stakeholders acknowledged that this has been 

a controversial topic for a long time and at 

same time appreciated that Fairtrade has 

taken the initiative to regulate the current 

situation.  

 

Amongst all stakeholders who had provided their qualitative feedback to this topic as well as in the 

workshops, some of them expressed that the three options proposed provide flexibility and feasibility to 

this issue. To avoid conflicts among SPOs, it was also addressed in the online consultation and four 

workshops that Fairtrade should establish solid rules on how to distribute the Premium fairly. An 

importer mentioned that Fairtrade should make sure that Premium is rewarded to the farmers directly, 

as financial autonomy of cooperatives might be undermined when the Mill is taking the role of Premium 

conveyor. Besides volume and quality, many producers suggested that a fair Premium distribution 

system should also take into account the transportation cost, cost of crop in various areas, the location 

of the sugar farm and so on.   

 

Moreover, it was addressed by two stakeholders in the online survey as well as in two workshops that 

the delegation of decision making on the method of Premium distribution can potentially create 

conflicts between SPOs as it is already happening in some countries. In addition to that it is highlighted 

both in the online consultation and the workshops that the requirement should provide guidance on 

when each of the rules could/should apply. Many stakeholders also NFOs requested that Fairtrade 

should give direction to Producers if they are unable to come up with an agreement on the method of 

Premium distribution. 

 

 

13. Provision of drinking water (Question 13.1) 
 

There is a requirement in the SPO Standard about the provision of drinking water, it is only applicable 

for organizations and/ or individual members with more than 20 permanent or seasonal/temporary 

workers that are present for one month or more during a year; or fewer workers where the local law 

has defined a lower number. The proposal in the sugar consultation is to include the following 

requirement into the sugar specific standard as a core year 0 requirement and applicable to all 

organizations and members that employ workers. 

You and the members of your organization provide clean drinking water in sufficient 
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quantity to all field workers. 

 

 

The result of responses shows that the majority of the stakeholders (78.6%) agreed on the requirement 

proposed above and consented that the requirement should be applicable to all Sugar certified 

producers as soon as they are part of the Fairtrade system (core year 0). Out of 33 stakeholders who 

were in favour of the proposed requirement, 8 of them were producers (24%). This opinion is also 

confirmed in all workshops. However, the producers also put forward the fact that in some cases, 

workers bring their own water, as this is logistically easier for all parties involved. It was proposed in 

the workshop in Swaziland that the requirement should make sure clean water supply is available or 

organizations ensure that their workers carry their own bottle of water instead of organizations “provide 

clean drinking water”.  

 

One stakeholder argued that the implementation of a clean water supply depends on the infrastructure 

of the country, as this can take some countries/ areas more than a year. Thus, Core 0 might not be the 

most feasible timeline for all.  In addition, health education, rest breaks and a shady spot for breaks are 

also topics which need to be addressed according to the feedback collected. 

 

14. Improve cooperation between producer organizations and mills (Question 14.1) 
 
Fairtrade should support empowerment for farmers and their negotiations with mills, to reach a 

participatory approach on both sides. Therefore the requirement that producer organizations and mills 

have to have regular meetings is proposed to be included in the standard: 

Do you agree with inclusion of the proposed requirement that SPOs and 

mills/exporters/marketing bodies have to have regular meetings? 

 

There is a strong tendency showing stakeholders agreed on the requirement that SPOs and 

mills/exporters/marketing bodies should have regular meetings. 76.2% of stakeholders are in favour of 

this requirement whereas 7.1% are in opposition; 16.7% stakeholders did not give opinion on this. 

 

The stakeholders acknowledged that the meeting increases information sharing and promotes 

constructive dialogue between the SPOs and the mill, especially when the mill is also acting as 

marketing body. At same time, the requirement aligns with the claim of Fairtrade, “Transparency”, and 

acknowledges democracy among SPOs and mills/exporters/marketing bodies. Nevertheless, there are 

some concerns from stakeholders. In the online consultation as well as in the workshops, many of the 

stakeholders mentioned that in the case of some communities where regular meeting already exits, 

this requirement become burdensome. Besides, the intention of the meeting is ambiguous. It is also 

recommended that the requirement should only be applicable to “In countries where farmers and 

traders do not have established joint meetings or participation in joint committees.” The meeting can be 

held even more frequently, e.g. twice a year, suggested by a sugar mill. 
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It is highlighted by nearly one third of the stakeholders who supported the proposal that the objectives 

of the meeting should be specified in the requirement. Beyond the requirement, more active presence 

of Fairtrade in producer countries can help to improve the collaboration between the mills and the 

SPOs, mentioned across all workshops. Thus, it is suggested by a NFO that Fairtrade should, at least 

once a year, visit producer countries and actively engage with producers, local governments and the 

Mills. 

 
2.4. Additional Questions - Consultation Outcome 

The consultation process did not include any additional questions. For this reason there is no feedback 

on additional questions, which were not directly related to the consultation process. 

 
2.5. Stakeholders’ Comments 

No additional comments or questions were received during the online consultation. The feedback from 

the online consultation and workshops principally relates to the topics covered in the consultation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


